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Philadelphia PA – November 3, 2015
BoardEffect, the leading board management software solution provider for non-profit and mission-based
organizations worldwide, announces the availability of its board management software on Android via the
Google Play Store.
“Board members now have even more options to access the mission-critical information that’s provided
within BoardEffect,” commented Matt Bryan, BoardEffect’s Product Owner. The new app joins the BoardEffect
iPad app currently available for BoardEffect clients; it enables board directors to conveniently access board
materials anywhere, anytime and fulfill their responsibilities of elevating organizational performance. “The
Android app represents another step in BoardEffect’s commitment to ease of use and mobility in its board
management platform,” said Todd Gibby, BoardEffect’s Chief Executive Officer. “This app represents the first
in a series of mobile innovations planned for the coming months.”

ABOUT BOARDEFFECT
More than 1,300 leading organizations use BoardEffect’s board management software to manage boardrelated information online and advance the work of their boards. Hospitals and healthcare systems,
nonprofits, foundations, educational institutions, government entities, companies and many others leverage
BoardEffect to support the dynamic, nuanced, critically important work of governing bodies.
The work of boards is complex, demanding, and high-stakes. It is also cyclical in nature. Boards convene
on a regular meeting cycle, deliver on a recurring set of annual responsibilities, and continuously work to
refresh and strengthen themselves as strategic assets to the organizations they serve. These represent
three different operating cycles, each with its own pace and components. The functionality and workflows of
BoardEffect have been designed to support boards as they manage the responsibilities inherent within these
demanding, interdependent, and mission critical cycles.
Board members access their critical information via Android, iOS or any browser-supported device in a
secure environment which protects sensitive board information through our 5 Tier Security program using
a state of the art dedicated SOCII infrastructure. Board executives and administrators easily streamline the
creation, review, approval and dissemination of important board materials. For more information, please
visit: http://www.boardeffect.com/.
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